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ABSTRACT: Trace atmospheric concentrations of carboxylic acids have a potent effect upon the 
environment, where they modulate aqueous chemistry and perturb Earth’s radiative balance. 
Halogenated carboxylic acids are produced by the tropospheric oxidation of halocarbons and are 
considered persistent pollutants because of their weak tropospheric and aqueous sinks. However, 
recent studies reported rapid reactions between selected carboxylic acids and Criegee 
intermediates, which may provide an efficient gas-phase removal process. Accordingly, absolute 
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rate coefficients of two Criegee intermediates, CH2OO and (CH3)2COO, with a suite of carboxylic 
acids (HCOOH, CH3COOH, CClF2COOH, CF3CF2COOH, and pyruvic acid) were measured with 
a view to develop a structure-activity relationship (SAR). This SAR is based upon the dipole-
capture model and predicts the reactivity of many further combinations of Criegee intermediates 
and carboxylic acids. Complementary synchrotron-based photoionization mass spectrometry 
measurements demonstrate that these reactions produce stable ester adducts, with a reaction 
coordinate involving transfer of the acidic hydrogen from the carboxylic acid to the terminal 
oxygen of the Criegee intermediate. The adduct products are predicted to have low vapour 
pressures, and coupling of this chemistry with a global atmospheric chemistry and transport model 
shows significant production of secondary organic aerosol at locations rich in biogenic alkene 
emissions. 
1. Introduction 
Carboxylic acids are emitted directly to the troposphere by vegetation and combustion engines, or 
produced in situ by a range of photochemical reactions, and steady state mixing ratios of up to a 
few parts per billion by volume (ppbv) have been measured at various locations.1-4  Halogenated 
carboxylic acids are formed from the oxidation products of anthropogenic emissions of 
halocarbons, 5-7 and compounds such as trifluoroacetic acid are known to be persistent in the 
terrestrial environment. Wet deposition is one of the main sinks for all tropospheric carboxylic 
acids, and contributes to the acidity of precipitation.1 Dicarboxylic acids have low saturation 
vapour pressures, and are known to constitute a significant fraction of water-soluble organic 
aerosols in the atmosphere.8-9    
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Terrestrial biospheric sources of carboxylic acids also contribute emissions of alkenes, and 
ozonolysis of these alkenes is a significant source of co-located stabilized Criegee intermediates.10 
These intermediates have biradical / zwitterionic character and undergo rapid, thermalized 
reactions with a variety of trace atmospheric molecules, in competition with unimolecular 
decomposition.11-14 Recent laboratory studies showed that their reactions with certain carboxylic 
acids approach or exceed the gas-kinetic collisional limit.15-16 Complementary global modelling 
studies indicated that inclusion of these reactions in chemical schemes significantly lowers the 
predicted lifetimes and steady state concentrations of these acids in the troposphere.15-16     
The wide range of biogenic and anthropogenic carboxylic acids emitted to the troposphere, and 
the variety of Criegee intermediates produced by ozonolysis of alkenes (including isoprene and 
terpenes), mean there are many possible combinations of reactions of atmospheric Criegee 
intermediates and carboxylic acids. This complexity necessitates development of structure-activity 
relationships (SARs) to account fully for the suite of reaction rates in atmospheric chemistry 
models.  Here, we present a systematic study of the thermal reactions of Criegee intermediates 
with carboxylic acids, in which the structures of both reactants are modified by chemical 
substitutions to vary their reaction rates, from which we develop a useful SAR.  Products of these 
reactions are characterized for the first time using direct measurements, and their physical 
properties are investigated. The results are implemented in a global atmospheric chemistry and 
transport model to estimate the impact of this Criegee intermediate chemistry on global secondary 
organic aerosol (SOA) formation.  
2. Methods 
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2.1 Kinetic Measurements. Rates of reaction of formaldehyde oxide (CH2OO) and acetone oxide 
((CH3)2COO) Criegee intermediates with HCOOH, CH3COOH, CClF2COOH, CF3CF2COOH and 
pyruvic acid were measured in either a variable-temperature or a room-temperature flow reactor 
using a laser flash photolysis method described previously.16-17 In brief, CH2I2 or (CH3)2CI2  
precursors were photolyzed at a laser wavelength of 355 nm in the presence of O2 to produce the 
Criegee intermediates.18-19 Details of the experimental conditions are provided in the Supporting 
Information. The time-dependence of Criegee intermediate absorption signal was monitored using 
cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), also at a wavelength of 355 nm. The carboxylic acid co-
reactants were present in excess over the Criegee intermediate, such that all the measurements 
were conducted under pseudo-first-order conditions.  
2.2. Product Measurements. The products of CH2OO reactions with CF3COOH, CHCl2COOH, 
CClF2COOH and CF3CF2COOH were characterized using a multiplexed photoionization mass 
spectrometry (MPIMS) apparatus, which has been described elsewhere.18, 20 The CH2OO was 
produced using the same procedure described for kinetic measurements. The reactants and 
products were ionized using wavelength-selected vacuum UV photons from the Chemical 
Dynamics Beamline (9.0.2) of the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory.  
2.3. Computational Calculations. Dipole moment values were calculated at the B3LYP/AVTZ 
level of theory using the Gaussian 09 program.21 Dipole moment values were also calculated with 
explicitly correlated coupled cluster singles, doubles and perturbative triples methods, 
CCSD(T)(F12*)/AVDZ//B3LYP/AVTZ, implemented in the Molpro program,22-23 and the results 
are close to the B3LYP/AVTZ values calculated for the Criegee intermediates and carboxylic acids 
studied in this work (see Table S1 in Supporting Information). Ionization energy values were 
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calculated for isomers of different mass fragments observed experimentally in the reactions of 
CH2OO with CF3COOH, CHCl2COOH, CClF2COOH and CF3CF2COOH. The composite 
quantum chemistry CBS-QB3 and G4 methods provided in the Gaussian 09 program were used 
for these calculations.21 Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate calculations were performed for the 
fragmentation of CF3C(O)OCH2OOH
+ to CH2OOH
+, CO2 and CF3 products. Details of various 
calculated structures and their conformations are provided in the Supporting Information. 
Vibrational frequency calculations for all the structures verified their stability. 
2.4. Atmospheric Chemistry and Transport Modelling. The impact of the reactions of Criegee 
intermediates on concentrations of various carboxylic acids in the troposphere was assessed by 
incorporating the SAR predictions into the STOCHEM-CRI atmospheric chemistry and transport 
model.24-26 In the model, steady state concentrations of Criegee intermediates were generated from 
ozonolysis of alkenes (ethene, propene, (Z)-2-butene, isoprene, α-pinene, and β-pinene). The main 
sink reactions of Criegee intermediates are unimolecular reaction and reaction with water and 
water dimer and all the reactions/rate coefficients used have been reported elsewhere.10 The 
modelled Criegee intermediate concentrations were found to fall central to the range quoted by 
Novelli et al., but were systematically higher than those of Vereecken et al.13, 27 There could be 
several causes of discrepancy between these different modelling approaches. One possibility is 
that the unimolecular decomposition rate coefficients for the isoprene-derived Criegee 
intermediates are larger in the study by Vereecken and co-workers. However, where their approach 
can be compared with literature measurements, there is a tendency to overestimate 1,4-hydrogen 
shift reaction rates [see Supplementary Table 2 of Ref. 13], and this could also be the case for the 
isoprene-derived Criegee intermediates. Given the apparent sensitivity of global modelling 
simulations to these unimolecular reaction rates, further experimental work would be useful in 
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resolving these differences. An updated Criegee intermediate field was generated using 
unimolecular reaction rate coefficients of 9000 s-1 for both conformers of syn-MACROO and anti-
MVKOO to account for their fast interconversions. The steady state concentrations of total Criegee 
intermediates are not affected significantly, as both Criegee intermediates react rapidly with water 
in the model. The emission inventory of isoprene was also updated based on the recent study by 
Sindelarova and co-workers.28  
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Kinetics of Criegee Intermediate + Carboxylic Acid Reactions. Figure 1 shows 
representative decays in absorption (measured as changes in the ring-down rate coefficient) by 
Criegee intermediates in the presence of excess carboxylic acid, and kinetic fitting to obtain a 
bimolecular reaction rate coefficient. The kinetic datasets were fitted with a function incorporating 
simultaneous first and second order decay processes and the CRDS measurement parameters:17 
 
Δκ(t) =
𝑘p
𝑘p
Δκ(𝑡0)
e𝑘p𝑡 − 𝑘′ (
2𝐿
𝑐𝑑) + 𝑘
′ (
2𝐿
𝑐𝑑) e
𝑘p𝑡
 
(E1) 
Here, Δκ is the difference in the ring-down rate coefficients obtained with and without photolysis 
laser pulses, 𝐿 is the length of the ring-down cavity, 𝑑 is the overlap length of the photolysis and 
probe laser beams, 𝑐 is the speed of light, and  𝑘′ = 𝑘/𝜎355𝑛𝑚 is the second order decay rate 
coefficient for the bimolecular self-reaction of the Criegee intermediate (𝑘), scaled by its 
absorption cross section (𝜎355𝑛𝑚) at the probe laser wavelength. All the experiments were 
performed in the variable temperature flow reactor, except for CH2OO reactions with HCOOH, 
CH3COOH, CClF2COOH and CF3CF2COOH which were performed in the room temperature flow 
reactor.16-17 The room temperature and variable temperature flow reactors had  𝑑 values of 5.7 and 
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7.6 cm, respectively.  The parameter  𝑘p is the sum of the pseudo first order rate coefficient for 
reaction with the carboxylic acid and the unimolecular rate coefficient for loss of Criegee 
intermediates.17, 19 The intercept values are around an order of magnitude smaller than the smallest 
pseudo rate values and thus do not significantly affect the bimolecular rate coefficient 
measurement. The value of 𝑘′ was fixed to that derived from analysis of Criegee intermediate 
decay traces obtained in the absence of carboxylic acids, whereas 𝑘p and Δκ(𝑡0) values were varied 
in the fits.  
Table 1. Comparison of the Experimental Rate Coefficient Values with the Calculated Collision and Dipole Capture 
Limited Values.  
Reaction 
  
Rate Coefficient (10-10 cm3 s-1) 
This study Previous studies Collision limit(a) Dipole Capture limit(a) 
CH2OO + HCOOH 1.14±0.06 1.1±0.115 1.5 7.1 
CH2OO + CH3COOH 1.47±0.09 1.3±0.115 2.0 7.3 
CH2OO+ CClF2COOH 3.3±0.2  1.9 7.1 
CH2OO+CF3CF2COOH 4.5±0.2  2.3 7.4 
CH2OO + Pyruvic acid 0.20±0.02  2.1 8.2 
(CH3)2COO +HCOOH 3.1±0.2  1.8 7.5 
(CH3)2COO +CH3COOH 3.1±0.2  2.3 7.6 
(CH3)2COO+CClF2COOH 3.9±0.2  2.1 7.1 
(CH3)2COO+CF3CF2COOH 4.4±0.2  2.5 7.3 
(CH3)2COO + Pyruvic acid 0.9±0.1  2.4 8.4 
(CH3)2COO +CF3COOH  6.1±0.216 2.1 7.6 
CH2OO+CF3COOH  3.4±0.316 1.9 7.6 
syn-CH3CHOO+HCOOH  2.5±0.315 1.6 6.7 
syn-CH3CHOO+CH3COOH  1.7±0.515 2.1 6.9 
anti-CH3CHOO+HCOOH  5.0±3.015 1.9 7.5 
anti-CH3CHOO+CH3COOH  2.5±0.615 2.4 7.7 
(a)Further details of the methods of calculation of the collision and dipole capture limited values are provided in the Supporting 
Information and the main text, respectively. 
 
The 𝑘p value depends linearly on carboxylic acid concentration, as is exemplified in the inset to 
Figure 1, and the gradients of the best fit lines give the bimolecular reaction rate coefficients shown 
in Table 1 for various reactions studied. The 2 statistical uncertainty of each linear fit is reported 
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as the error of the measurement. Any systematic errors in the experiments should be lower than 
this reported uncertainty. The rate coefficient values for CH2OO + HCOOH and CH2OO + 
CH3COOH reactions obtained from this work and those reported independently by Welz et al. 
15 
are in good agreement, as shown in Table 1.   
 
Figure 1.  Representative decay traces of (CH3)2COO absorption signal in the presence of various 
concentrations of CClF2COOH at 293 K and 10 Torr total pressure. The solid lines are fits obtained 
using equation (E1). The inset plot illustrates the pseudo first order rate coefficients obtained from 
these and further fits against CClF2COOH concentration. The slope of the linear fit (weighted by 
error bars), shown by the solid line gives a bimolecular rate coefficient value of (3.9±0.2) × 10-10 
cm3 s-1 for the (CH3)2COO + CClF2COOH reaction. 
The rate coefficients for most of the Criegee intermediate + carboxylic acid reactions are close to, 
or exceed the gas-kinetic collision limit (see Table 1), which accords with previous predictions of 
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a barrierless reaction involving concerted H-atom transfer and new bond formation.16, 29-30 The 
Criegee intermediate + carboxylic acid reactions are instead expected to be limited by dipole-
dipole attraction between the reactants, both of which have substantial dipole moments. The 
dipole-dipole capture limiting rate coefficient, kd-d in cgs units is:
31 
 𝑘𝑑−𝑑 = 𝐶√𝜋 𝜇⁄  (𝜇𝐷1𝜇𝐷2)
(2 3⁄ )(𝑘𝐵𝑇)
(−1 6⁄ ) (E2) 
Here 𝜇𝐷1 and 𝜇𝐷2 are the dipole moments of the two reactants, 𝜇 is their reduced mass, 𝑘𝐵 is the 
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and 𝐶 is a constant which depends on the anisotropy of 
the capture potential. To test this proposed behaviour, dipole moment values were calculated for 
Criegee intermediates and various carboxylic acids at the B3LYP/AVTZ level of theory and the 
results are shown in Table S1 of the Supporting Information.  For carboxylic acids with multiple 
conformers at room temperature, an effective dipole moment value was calculated by taking a 
weighted average based on a Boltzmann distribution at room temperature. These values were used 
to compute the dipole-capture limited rate coefficients reported in Table 1, where they are 
compared with experimental measurements. 
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Figure 2. Structure-activity relationship based on a dipole-dipole capture model for the Criegee 
intermediate + carboxylic acid reaction rate coefficients. The top panel shows experimental rate 
coefficients for CH2OO (green squares), CH3CHOO (blue circles) and (CH3)2COO (red triangles) 
reactions with various carboxylic acids.  The solid line is a linear regression, which excludes the 
pyruvic acid dataset, and the best fit expression is provided in equation (E3) of the main text. 
CH3CHOO and CF3COOH rate coefficient values and uncertainties were taken from Refs 15 and 
16, respectively. The bottom panel shows the residuals of the linear fit.  
Figure 2 shows a plot motivated by equation (E2) and constructed from the experimental rate 
coefficients and computed dipole moments. A linear regression returns an adjusted R2 value of 
0.9, and provides an SAR to predict further rate coefficient values: 
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𝑘 =  𝜇−0.5 { (1.9 ± 0.2) × 10
−21(𝜇𝐷1𝜇𝐷2)
2
3
−(6.3 ± 0.7) × 10−21
} 
(E3) 
 
We note that equation (E2) predicts a zero intercept, whereas the fit in (E3) returns a negative 
intercept value. This discrepancy is postulated to be a consequence of the failure of the dipole 
capture model to account for rate coefficients in the limit of weak dipole attraction.  Analysis 
presented in the Supporting Information suggest that the dipole-capture term becomes greater than 
the collision limited term for (𝜇1𝜇2)
2/3 > 1 𝐷4/3.  We apply the model in the regime of 
(𝜇1𝜇2)
2/3 > 3.0 𝐷4/3 where the dipole capture term dominates. Furthermore, the gradient term 
from the fit shown in figure 2, when corrected for the chosen units, gives a 𝐶 value of 6.4 which 
is in decent agreement with the 𝐶 value of 4.08 suggested by the dipole capture model.  
Although equation (E3) accounts for reactions of several carboxylic acids with Criegee 
intermediates, the rate coefficients for the reactions of CH2OO and (CH3)2COO with pyruvic acid 
are significantly lower than those predicted, as shown in Figure 2. These reactions are exceptional 
cases, in which the strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding in pyruvic acid hinders the 
bimolecular reaction, for which the reaction coordinate involves transfer of the hydrogen atom to 
the Criegee intermediate as shown in Scheme 1.  
 
Scheme 1. Insertion reaction of a Criegee intermediate with a carboxylic acid forming a 
hydroperoxide ester.  
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With this caveat in mind, equation (E3) was used as a SAR to predict k values for reaction of 
Criegee intermediates, generated by ozonolysis of all the alkenes included in the STOCHEM-CRI 
atmospheric chemistry and transport model, with various carboxylic acids (see Tables S3 and S4 
in Supporting Information) using the calculated dipole moment values. Figure 3 shows 
schematically the predicted reaction rate coefficients. The reduced mass, μ, value ranges from 3.82 
 10-23 to 1.54  10-22 g molecule-1 for CH2OO + HCOOH and isopinonaldehyde oxide + pinic 
acid reactions, respectively. The SAR was derived using (μD1μD2)2/3 values in the 3.5 to 5.5 
(Debye)2/3 range, but we also apply it to values greater than 5.5 (Debye)2/3 for e.g., pinonic and 
terpenylic acid reactions, for which we also expect dipole capture, and hence the SAR to operate. 
The kμ0.5 error is within ±1  10-21 (cm3 s-1 g0.5) as shown in Figure 2, which translates to 
uncertainties in k values of ±1.6  10-10 cm3 s-1 and ±0.8  10-10 cm3 s-1 for CH2OO + HCOOH and 
isopinonaldehyde oxide + pinic acids reactions, respectively. These reactions may show some 
temperature dependence, but our recently reported study of the rate coefficients for reactions of 
CF3COOH with CH2OO and (CH3)2COO suggests the variation over the range 240 – 340 K will 
be small (≤25%).16    
As was noted above, the rates of reaction of pyruvic and similar acids with intramolecular 
hydrogen bonds cannot be reliably predicted by the SAR developed from the dipole-dipole capture 
model. Another class of carboxylic acids known to be important in SOA formation, and potentially 
prone to intramolecular H-bonding, is the dicarboxylic acids.8 Computed optimized geometries of 
the most stable conformers of pyruvic and malonic acids show such intramolecular interactions 
(see Figure S2 in Supporting Information). In malonic acid, the labile, non-H-bonded acidic 
hydrogen could participate in reaction with a Criegee intermediate, whereas larger dicarboxylic 
acids have two labile acidic hydrogens, but lower dipole moments.32  Thus, the reactivity of the 
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dicarboxylic acids is expected to be similar to regular carboxylic acids.  However, dicarboxylic 
acids have low vapour pressures; for example, Malonic acid has a vapour pressure of 9.8  10-7 
Torr at 298 K,33 and the adduct products of reaction with Criegee intermediates are expected to be 
even less volatile, favouring condensation. 
 
Figure 3. Predicted rate coefficients for different Criegee intermediate + carboxylic acid reactions 
(red circles) and volatility (grey shading) of the resultant adduct products. The diameter of each 
red circle indicates the magnitude of the predicted rate coefficient (*units of cm3 s-1) estimated 
from the structure-activity relationship. Volatilities of the products are classified according to their 
predicted saturation concentrations. The classification labels IVOC, SVOC, LVOC and ELVOC 
stand for intermediate, semi, low and extremely low volatile organic compound, respectively, and 
the saturation concentration ranges for these classifications are provided in Ref (34). Numerical 
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values of rate coefficients and saturation concentrations are provided in Tables S3 and S10 of 
Supporting Information.  
 
3.2. Characterization of the Products of Criegee Intermediate + Carboxylic Acid Reactions. 
Figure 4 shows photoionization energy (PIE) spectra of mass 46, 47 and 160 cations following 
photoionization of the CH2OO + CF3COOH reaction sample. The PIE spectra were obtained by 
integrating the cation signals over the kinetic lifetimes of the reactants and the products. Kinetic 
measurements were made over a sequence of photon energies to obtain a multidimensional dataset 
which tracks the time evolutions of the observed cations at each photon energy via time-of-flight 
mass spectrometry. The kinetic traces shown in the inset to Figure 4 were obtained at a fixed 
photoionization energy of 11.0 eV, which is above the ionization threshold of all species observed 
in the PIE scans. Kinetic fits were performed for the decaying and rising signals assuming single 
exponential behaviour. Details of the kinetic fitting procedure using an instrument response 
function have been described previously.18 The best-fit rise rate constants of mass 47 and 160 
cation signals were 403 ± 72 s-1 and 458 ± 170 s-1, respectively. Similarly, the best-fit decay rate 
constant of mass 46 (CH2OO) was 513 ± 23 s
-1, with a background wall-loss rate constant of 
approximately 250 s-1 in the absence of the carboxylic acid. The uncertainties are 2σ values of the 
fits. The decay and rise rate constants of mass 46, 47 and 160 cation signals are self-consistent, 
and mass 47 and 160 cation signals were dependent on the presence of CF3COOH in the flow tube. 
Thus, mass 47 and 160 cations were assigned as the products of the CH2OO + CF3COOH reaction.  
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Figure 4. Product characterization from the CH2OO + CF3COOH reaction using multiplexed 
photoionization mass spectrometry. The solid lines are photoionization spectra of different mass 
cations observed after initiation of reaction. Kinetic measurements were made for different cations 
at each photon energy and integrated to obtain photoionization spectra. The vertical bars show 
predicted appearance energies of CH2OO
+ (mass 46), CH2OOH
+ (mass 47) and 
CF3COOCH2OOH
+ (mass 160), computed at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. The inset displays 
kinetic traces of the mass 46, 47 and 160 cations obtained at a photoionization energy of 11.0 eV. 
The smooth lines are kinetic fits to the experimental data.   
Adiabatic ionization energy (AIE) values were calculated for isomers of different mass fragments 
observed in the CH2OO + CF3COOH reaction when using multiplexed photoionization mass 
spectrometry analysis. AIE values were also calculated for four possible mass 47 isomers, from 
the doublet neutral radical to either singlet or triplet cationic states (see Table S6). Only the most 
stable conformers were expected to be populated at room temperature for these isomers. For mass 
160, only the formate isomer CF3C(O)OCH2OOH, hydroperoxymethyltrifluoroacetate (HPMTA), 
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was found to be stable at various levels of calculations. Multiple conformers of the formate isomer 
were expected to be populated at room temperature and local AIE values (ΔE𝑖) were calculated for 
excitation from the ground singlet neutral state to the ground doublet cationic state for each of 
these conformers. An effective AIE value, shown in Table S5, was calculated by averaging local 
AIE values weighted by their Boltzmann populations at 293 K. The mass 46 cation was assigned 
to CH2OO based on previous studies by Welz and co-workers.
18 The mass 160 cation was assigned 
to HPMTA because of the close agreement of the calculated AIE with the observed appearance 
energy. A similar adduct, hydroperoxymethylformate (HPMF), has been observed previously from 
the ozonolysis of ethene to produce CH2OO in the presence of formic acid.
35-36 Computational 
studies have shown that the reactions of CH2OO with HCOOH and CF3COOH form stable adduct 
products without an energy barrier.16, 29-30  
 
Figure 5. Intrinsic reaction coordinate for fragmentation of a CF3C(O)OCH2OOH
+ cation to 
CH2OOH
+, CO2 and CF3 fragments, computed at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  
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Figure 6. Photoionization energy scans of the mass 47 cation from reaction of Criegee 
intermediate CH2OO with CF3COOH, CHCl2COOH, CF3CF2COOH and CClF2COOH. The data 
between 9.5 and 10.5 eV are not shown in the plots to make clear the onset of the photoionization. 
The vertical bars show predicted thermodynamic ionization energies for formation of CH2OOH
+ 
(mass 47) from the photodissociation of the adduct products. 
The calculated AIE values for other possible isomers of the mass 47 cation do not match the 
observed appearance energy (see Table S6 in Supporting Information). Hence, thermodynamic 
ionization energies (TIE) were calculated for different mass 47 cations starting from HPMTA, and 
are listed in Table S7 in Supporting Information. These TIE values were obtained by subtracting 
the energy of neutral HPTMA from the energies of the possible neutral and cationic co-fragment 
combinations, and thus are minimum energies required for fragmentation reactions. Vibrational 
frequencies were verified to be positive for all the calculated geometries. TIE values were 
calculated for 8 possible fragmentation channels starting from HPMTA, and the TIE for the 
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fragmentation of HPMTA+ to CH2OOH
+, CO2 and CF3 products best matches the observed 
appearance energy. This fragmentation pathway was verified by an intrinsic reaction coordinate 
(IRC) calculation for the dissociation of a CF3COOCH2OOH
+ cation as shown in Figure 5. 
Furthermore, the sums of the AIEs and dissociation barriers are comparable to the calculated TIEs, 
and to the observed appearance energy values (see Table S5 in Supporting Information). Computed 
TIE values for analogous fragmentation pathways also compare favourably with the experimental 
appearance energies for CH2OOH
+ from reactions of CH2OO with various other halogenated acids 
as shown in Figure 6 and Table S8 of Supporting Information. Thus, all the reactions studied are 
deduced to form adduct products.  
4. Atmospheric Implications 
4.1. Global Carboxylic Acid Concentration. The global annual surface distribution of pinonic 
acid concentration was obtained using STOCHEM-CRI and is shown in Figure S4 in the 
Supporting Information. Pinonic acid is produced from the ozonolysis of α-pinene in the model, 
and partitioning onto organic aerosol to form SOA and reaction with OH radical are the two main 
sinks considered.37 The rate coefficients for the production and OH loss reactions used in the model 
were taken from the Master Chemical Mechanism.38 The modelled annual concentration of pinonic 
acid is around 1 × 108 molecule cm-3 (corresponding to a mixing ratio of 4 pptv) in the boreal 
region and parts of the USA.  There are no field measurements available with which modelled 
pinonic acid concentrations can be compared directly. However, the study of Yatavelli et al. found 
that the partitioning of pinonic acid favoured the gas phase (an ~80% fraction).39 Previously, 
pinonic acid was shown to comprise ~2.5% of the atmospheric organic carbon in a similar pine 
dominated environment.40 Thus, the campaign average organic aerosol mass concentration of 1.96 
µg m-3 indicates around 6  108 molecule cm-3 (24 pptv) of pinonic acid in the gas phase, which is 
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in reasonable agreement with modelled pinonic acid concentrations in pine-dominated areas during 
the summertime. Inclusion of reactions with Criegee intermediates, with rate coefficients obtained 
from the SAR results shown in Table S3, significantly reduces (by up to 90 percent) the modelled 
pinonic acid concentration, as shown in Figure 7.  
The updated Criegee intermediate field and SAR predictions were also used to calculate formic 
acid field concentrations, with details provided in the section S7 of the Supporting Information. 
The model shows that the reaction with Criegee intermediates is a major sink for formic acid in 
the equatorial regions, in agreement with the previous study of Welz et al.15 The percentage loss 
of pyruvic acid by reaction with Criegee intermediates was compared to photolytic removal (see 
Figure S7 of the Supporting Information), and was found to contribute up to 20 % to the overall 
loss. The percentage loss of trifluoroacetic acid by reaction with Criegee intermediates was also 
calculated, and compared to reaction with OH and deposition. The results are shown in Figure S8, 
and are consistent with our previous study.16  
4.2. Global Secondary Organic Aerosol Concentration. Chamber studies have shown that 
ozonolysis of biogenic alkenes like isoprene and α-pinene in the presence of carboxylic acids leads 
to formation of adduct products in large yield.41-42 Our observations suggest that these products 
could result from single step reaction of Criegee intermediates, generated during ozonolysis, with 
the carboxylic acids. The volatilities of the adducts were deduced from their saturation 
concentrations as described in detail in section S10 of the Supporting Information. The volatilities 
range from extremely low to intermediate, as shown in Figure 3, indicating that these adducts can 
readily condense to form SOA. A box model was set up to calculate SOA mass concentration 
resulting from the reaction of Criegee intermediates with pinonic acid. The model is summarized 
in Scheme 2 and couples homogeneous gas phase reactions, partitioning to an organic phase, and 
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deposition. The rate coefficients for Criegee intermediate reactions with pinonic acid (R1) were 
obtained using the SAR (Table S3 in Supporting Information) developed in this study. Rate 
coefficients for reaction of the adduct with OH (R2) were estimated using the EPI SuiteTM 
software.43 A previous study showed that reaction with OH radical is the main sink for organic 
hydroperoxides.44 Reactions (R3) and (R4) describe the partitioning of gas phase adduct products 
into the aerosol phase, and their rate coefficients were obtained from the partitioning coefficients 
(Table S10 in Supporting Information) and primary organic aerosol (POA) concentrations, as 
described previously.45 The partitioning coefficients were calculated using the absorptive 
partitioning theory of Pankow.46 Reaction (R5) describes deposition of SOA, and a deposition 
lifetime of 5 days was used in the model. The concentrations of Criegee intermediates, pinonic 
acid, and OH were assumed to be constant in the box. To maintain constant steady state 
concentrations of these three species, reactions (R1) and (R2) were modified such that reactants 
were re-formed at the rate at which they were consumed. The steady state concentrations of various 
Criegee intermediates, pinonic acid, OH and POA, obtained from STOCHEM-CRI were used to 
calculate SOA mass concentrations at various locations, as shown in Figure 7. The concentrations 
for the summer and winter seasons were obtained by averaging the months of June-July-August 
and December-January-February, respectively. The SOA concentrations were found to reach 
steady state in about 20 days (Figure S11 in Supporting Information). The SOA steady state 
concentrations from reactions of various Criegee intermediates with pinonic acid were summed to 
obtain total SOA concentrations.   
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Scheme 2. Reaction of Criegee intermediates (CI) with Carboxylic Acids (CA) leading to 
formation of secondary organic aerosol. 
 
Figure 7. Modelled reduction in pinonic acid field concentration after inclusion of sink reactions 
with Criegee intermediates. The numbers in the black boxes give the mass concentrations (μg m-3) 
of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) from pinonic acid + Criegee intermediate reactions in summer 
(June, July and August, upper) and winter (December, January and February, lower) at various 
locations shown by the black solid triangles. Details of the SOA calculations are provided in the 
text.  
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Figure 7 shows the predicted SOA mass concentrations from pinonic acid chemistry in the summer 
and winter seasons. The Congo region is predicted to have the greatest SOA mass concentrations 
(of up to 0.89 μg m-3) from pinonic acid + Criegee intermediate chemistry, because of a 
combination of relatively high primary organic aerosol concentration from biomass burning and 
Sahara dust, high biogenic alkene emissions, and low OH concentrations. The Borneo region has 
a relatively low primary organic aerosol concentration, and low alkene emissions, resulting in 
modest overall SOA mass concentration. The boreal region exhibits large variations in SOA 
concentration because of strong seasonal changes in biogenic emissions.  Global average organic 
aerosol mass concentrations of around 2.8 μg m-3 have been measured in various remote 
environments,47 indicating that the contributions of Criegee intermediate + acid reactions may be 
significant in several biomes.  Some products from pinonic acid have extremely low volatility (i.e., 
they are ELVOCs) and may therefore act as nucleating agents for atmospheric particulates, which 
may further increase SOA production.48 Global models currently under-predict aerosol mass 
concentration, 37 and inclusion of the production of SOA from Criegee intermediate-carboxylic 
acid reactions  should bring models into better agreement with observations.   
4.3 Comparison to Other Criegee Intermediate Reactions. Reaction rates of Criegee 
intermediates with HNO3 and HCl have been shown to approach or exceed the gas kinetic limit.
49-
50 Both reaction types are predicted to form hydroperoxide adduct products, similar to the reactions 
with carboxylic acids. The hydroperoxide adducts from reaction with hydrochloric and nitric acids 
also have chloro and nitrate functionalities, respectively, both of which are important in 
atmospheric chemistry. Similar reactivity can also be expected with H2SO4, which has a labile 
hydrogen. Reactions with carboxylic acids, inorganic acids and sulphur dioxide could all be 
important loss processes for Criegee intermediates such as MVKOO, which can survive high 
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humidity and is thought to have a slow unimolecular reaction rate.10, 13 A combined pseudo first 
order rate coefficient of 25 s-1 is estimated for loss of Criegee intermediates due to reactions with 
organic and inorganic acids and sulphur dioxide, assuming an overall concentration of 10 ppb and 
a rate coefficient of 1 × 10-10 cm3 s-1. In comparison, the predicted rate coefficients for MVKOO 
unimolecular reaction, and reaction with water and water dimer are 0-50, <1, and <1 s-1, 
respectively.10, 13    
5. Conclusions   
A structure-activity relationship based on a dipole-dipole capture model accounts for the large rate 
coefficients for bimolecular reactions of various carboxylic acids with Criegee intermediates. 
However, species such as pyruvic acid, with intramolecular hydrogen bonding, react more slowly 
than the SAR predicts. All the reactions of carboxylic acids with Criegee intermediates, whether 
biogenic or anthropogenic in origin, are expected to form products with high masses and low 
volatilities. Complementary atmospheric chemistry and transport modelling, and SOA box 
modelling, using rate coefficients from the newly developed SAR, indicate that Criegee 
intermediate-carboxylic acid reactions may be an overlooked and potentially significant source of 
SOA in the atmosphere.   
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